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Before Harsh Reality 

1 Corinthians 4:6-13 
Now these things, brethren, I have figuratively transferred to myself and Apollos for your sakes, that you 

may learn in us not to think beyond what is written, that none of you may be puffed up on behalf of one 

against the other. 
7
 For who makes you differ from another? And what do you have that you did not 

receive? Now if you did indeed receive it, why do you boast as if you had not received it?
8
 You are 

already full! You are already rich! You have reigned as kings without us—and indeed I could wish you 

did reign, that we also might reign with you! 
9
 For I think that God has displayed us, the apostles, last, as 

men condemned to death; for we have been made a spectacle to the world, both to angels and to men. 
10

 

We are fools for Christ’s sake, but you are wise in Christ! We are weak, but you are strong! You are 

distinguished, but we are dishonored! 
11

 To the present hour we both hunger and thirst, and we are poorly 

clothed, and beaten, and homeless. 
12

 And we labor, working with our own hands. Being reviled, we 

bless; being persecuted, we endure; 
13

 being defamed, we entreat. We have been made as the filth of the 

world, the offscouring of all things until now. 
 

Introduction:    The Christian life begins in our personal experience of God and His 

salvation.  This encounter puts the professing Christian on the knife’s edge between a 

deepening humility and a swelling pride.  The experience of personal Salvation, by coming to 

the person of Jesus is a life expanding reality… that should serve to substantiate the cause for 

deep humility in the individual.  The person is found by Christ and saved by Christ and Christ 

comes into them and they should feel amazed, over awed that God should have done it at all.  

Paul never forgot the mystery of this work… “By the Grace of God I am what I am…” Paul says.  

He doesn’t hesitate to identify himself as the chief of sinners in another place.  This sense of 

humility is marked in many of the songs of the Church, “Amazing love how can it be that thou 

my God should die for me?”  So sang Charles Wesley.  “Wonderful grace of Jesus reaching the 

most defiled by its transforming power making me God’s dear child…”  Humility… I don’t 

deserve this… This is all a surprising mercy and grace that has rescued me from a just judgment.   
 

That is one side of the edge of the experience of Salvation but on the other side come’s a 

swelling pride.  This is not all wrong.  All of a sudden this speck of humanity realizes that I 

matter to God… that He Himself has assayed my worth by the precious blood of His own Son.  I 

don’t understand it but some how I am immeasurably valuable to God.  This throws me from the 

depths of deepest humility to the heights of a most exuberant sense of personal worth.  This to is 

expressed in our songs, The song When I survey the wondrous Cross reflects this wedding 

together of these two realities.  “When I survey the wondrous Cross on which the Prince of Glory 

died, my richest gain I count but loss and poor contempt on all my pride.”  The song concludes 

with this wonderful line, “Were the whole realm of nature mine, that were a present far to small, 

love so amazing; so Divine demands my soul, my life, my all!”   And all of a sudden that 

person who found their pride contemptible before the cross of Christ also found that their 

soul, before that cross, was more valuable to God than the whole realm of nature itself. 
 

When our lives are surrendered into the hands of the Lord Jesus He wonderfully keeps 

these two extremes at extremes and holds them together in a beautiful harmony.  

Humility… Personal Worth (pride).  But step out from the Saving Grace of God in your own 
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strength, step away for a moment back into the self centered patterns of your sinful flesh and you 

will find that the Christian faith can swell into an individualistic and corporate arrogance that is 

thoroughly obnoxious.  At least it was to Paul.   
 

There was a self satisfaction in their Christian experience of the Corinthian church that is 

naïve at best and self deceived at worst.  They have come to the conclusion that they have 

risen to the pinnacle of spiritual attainments and as such were in position to judge what was best 

for them and who may best serve them. It was out of this pride that a party system arose in 

Corinth.  And as we know Pride goes before the fall.  Paul knew that this young Church was 

going to face horrific challenges from the world and he knew that their pride was a weak self 

centered confidence that was going to burst in the heat of those trials.  Paul lovingly steps in to 

burst that bubble while they are still safely under his care. 
 

In 2006 a study by the Brookings Institute discovered that while American Students boasted of a 

satisfactory ability at math they lagged far behind the countries of Korea and Japan where 

students tended to downplay their math prowess.  The self esteem of American youth was not a 

reflection of achievement but of feeling alone.  The same could be said of the self confidence 

often expressed in worship posture of many modern evangelical Christians.  Their self 

confidence in the faith is almost Corinthian.  Songs stream from their lips with professions of the 

deepest commitments and resonate with the declaration of the purest of praise.  God is often 

called upon to come and witness our prowess in praise.   
 

“Here I am to worship… Here I am to bow down… Here I am to say that you’re my King...‖  

“Jesus, we enthrone you, we proclaim you are king, standing here, in the midst of all we raise 

you with our praise...‖  You may remember that when the crowds praised the Lord Jesus on 

Palm Sunday that the Pharisee’s and leaders told Jesus to quiet the crowd and He responded that 

if they ceased in their praise the rocks would cry out for them.  Lesson:  “…make no boast that 

you are praising… it is not your genius that brought you there… dumb rocks would praise if you 

didn’t.” 
 

The pride of the Corinthian church had caused them to rise in their attitudes above their 

instructors and teachers and to condescendingly sort them out according to their own sense of 

personal choice.  “I am of Paul… I am of Apollos… I am of Peter… I am of Christ.”  This was 

completely offensive to Paul.  These great men were not to be bartered and batted about as 

agents to serve their high opinions of themselves.  I’m not sure how this may be expressed in our 

day and age.   
 

I think of a generation of Christians who have become rich on the sacrifice of the generation 

before and now develop personal theologies of prosperity attributed to the superiority of their 

faith.  They stand in judgment then over the struggles and deprivations and impoverishments of 

simple faith of Christians who gave all for Christ and think, “If only they had as much faith as I 

to command the word for their own prosperity.”  I think of a generation of Christians who have 

been richly taught in God’s Word and from it develop a sense of prideful intellectual superiority 
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over the generation before that taught them thinking that this older parentages faith was so full of 

cliché’s and unsophisticated trust.  Ultimately pride… an arrogant, obnoxious pride can sweep in 

upon us rather easily.  We can become proud in what we have learned.  We can become proud in 

what God has done for us in the past.  We can become proud in our experiences of God’s grace 

and we can in that pride to exalt our experience over another’s.  Often times that pride wraps 

itself around the conventional wisdom of our day and not even around the reality of God at work 

in our lives.    
 

I came through a period of pastoral care in the 1990’s that called for churches to come up with 

purpose statements, mission statements, vision statements, goal statements and objectives 

statements.  A lot of debate and discussion went into crafting these declarations.  Many times the 

church board would go on an extended retreat to come up with their declarations.  A service was 

usually planned to unmask them and then a month of preaching on them was set aside.  Every 

one clapped and rejoiced in the effort.  Another older generation looked on to the attestations of 

vision and mission and purpose – and as we crowed as if we had accomplished something great 

and said under their breath, “Just do it.”  Paul understood the sentiment.  The church of Corinth 

was going to face the realities of a world increasingly set against their witness.  They had up to 

that point in time, like little children experienced the immunities of infancy but soon they were 

going to be pushed out of the nest and then all their crowing would prove premature and 

immature.  They were puffed up in the heady first thrills of faith and were forgetting that what 

they had had nothing to do with them or their ability but was purely theirs by the mercy and 

grace of God.   
 

In our passage Paul addresses this pride and seeks to strip it away so that something better… 

something more enduring might rise up in its place… “Christ like humility.”  His stripping 

away takes on four movements.  Fifthly - He presents the heroic response of humility.  At the 

end of treatment Paul gives no command.  He only leaves the prideful Corinthians with the 

contrast he will make and the inferred invitation to step down from their self confident exaltation 

into the selfless course of real service and sacrifice.  Paul’s tone in this section is strident, 

sarcastic and sardonic.  Yet it is driven by his love for those to whom he writes.  We speak in 

one way when inviting our children to play in our yards and another when commanding 

our children not to play in the street.  Paul is aware that they are stepping into the arena of 

conflict, of battle, of this world’s animosity and resistance against the truth and that they are not 

ready for the challenge.  They must be awakened to the harsh realities of the world’s judgments, 

and awakened that their current attitudes do not leave them in a position to respond in a way that 

is truly Christian.  
  

1
st
 Movement is one of pointed Questions - For who makes you differ from another? And 

what do you have that you did not receive? Now if you did indeed receive it, why do you 

boast as if you had not received it? 

For who makes you to differ?  The Human nature is one of astounding equality in the 

essentials.  We are no better and no worse than anyone else.  We are all made in the image of 

God.  We are all astounding statues of the divine walking in this world.  We are all spiritual 
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beings made for relationship with Him.  We are all sinners.  We are all fallen beings who by 

nature are separated from God in sin.  Isaiah 64:6 makes clear that not one of us has a 

personal righteousness fit for God’s approval “All our righteousness is like filthy rags…”  All 

of us are in need of a salvation that is completely by grace through faith.  All of us have been 

offered such a salvation.  Not one of us is morally superior enough to embrace that salvation 

apart from the granting of faith by God’s Spirit.  John 6:44 “No one can come to me” Jesus 

said, “except the Father which has sent me draw him…”  We are just not different from 

anyone else! 

What do you have that you did not receive?  Nothing… That is as well a part of our 

commonality.  We are completely dependent beings and anything we have we have because 

God has given it to us.  Our very genetic make up is God’s gift.  Not one of us can claim to 

be self created.  What you got was given to you.  This is true in every sense and speaks to the 

broad generalities of life.  You were given life and breath.  You are given rain and sunshine 

and strength and thought… it was given to you.  But what is true of life in general is 

specifically true of salvation.  Every part that we may identify as our salvation is a grace… a 

gift from God so that no one can boast.  The ministry you have, the gifts you have, the calling 

that is one you… the reconciliation, regeneration, redemption, righteousness… the hope, the 

future promise, the present power… none of it came by your own intellectual or spiritual 

acquisition all of it was given to you; a free gift to empty hands. 

So why do you boast?  This question is rhetorical.  Any boasting in our selves, our decisions, 

our initiation, our insight is a bad decision, something we shouldn’t initiate and exhibiting a 

lack of true insight. 
 

2
nd

 Movement is one of mocking Sarcasm – There is a notion that Christians never use 

sarcasm because it is unloving.  This is not permission to use it.  If you do make sure you 

love as much as Paul did… but yes Paul is very sarcastic here.  The mockery of his words 

almost sings off the page. 

You are already filled  full! Already You grew  rich! You have reigned as kings without us—

and indeed I could wish you did reign, that we also might get to reign with you!  Can you 

imagine… think of it… Paul is saying… you are already full and already rich.  The promised 

Kingdom to come has already fully come into your possession. You don’t need to inherit a 

crown because you already have declared yourself as crowned royalty.  It is as if Paul says, 

“And you did this all without us and maybe if we are good you’ll let us get a little bit of your 

riches… maybe we can get to reign with you…have a humble little place at your exalted 

sides!”   
 

The point is that things are just the opposite.  Any wealth and kingdom that we shall receive 

will be the result of being brought up into the riches that first flowed upon the Apostles.  We 

are the beneficiaries of the fountain of blessing that first opened up on them and then has 

flowed down upon us.  And there is a promise of fullness for us but it doesn’t come upon 

those who feel they have already attained.  ―Blessed are the poor… Blessed are those that 

hunger and thirst…”  We may taste heaven and we may find victory today but it is always in 

the tension of the constant contrast of attritional forces that are set against us until we come 

into heaven.  We will learn here that contentment in the Christian life is a contentment to be 

full of Christ yet always hungry for more of Him… to be resting in Christ and yet always 

pursuing Him… to be in Christ yet always coming to Him… to be find Christ as enough and 

yet needing Him more and more each day.  Our victory comes at the point of regularly 

feeling our insufficiency so that in all things we may cling to His sufficiency and if we reign 
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with Him we reign with Him because we know we are nothing without Him.  And the more 

we arrive in His presence the further we know we have to go with His presence to finish our 

course and give Him glory. 
 

3
rd

 Movement is one of ironic Comparisons 
For I think that God has displayed us, the apostles, last, as men condemned to death; for we 

have been made a spectacle to the world, both to angels and to men. 
10

 We are fools for 

Christ’s sake, but you are wise in Christ! We are weak, but you are strong! You are 

distinguished, but we are dishonored!   

As they boast of marching as crowned Kings Paul says we follow along as condemned men.  

The Romans had their processional marches for their victorious generals.  They led in the 

parade and at the back of the parade where the slaves and defeated foes who lagged behind.  

These were saved for the spectacle of the arenas where they were fed to lions and bears and 

slain by gladiators.  These were the condemned.  The Corinthians felt as though they were on 

the scene of this world as the elite and outstanding figures of their age.  Paul says, “We 

apostles march behind as the age’s outcast; those on death row.”   

 For Christ own sake we are counted fools… yet you use your contact with Christ so 

you may consider yourselves intelligent.   

 You glory in your strengths we go forth in our weakness. 

 You are enveloped in the honor of men and we are utterly without honor among men. 

Paul is not bragging here.  He is not claiming a higher ground than them.  He is merely 

stating the irony of their puffed up positioning against the reality of the apostle’s deflated 

place in the eyes of the world.  The generation of Christians that labors for the acceptance of 

their generation works against the witness of those faithful saints who went before them.  

Those faithful ones let themselves be cast off from their own age so that we may not be cast 

off from Christ.  And we should not think that we can offer anything to the next generation 

by being friends of this age or this world or by seeking its praise and acceptance. 
 

It is a reminder that any blessings we hold in this age comes to us by way of the sacrifice of 

others… ultimately by way of the sacrifice of Christ on our behalf; A sacrifice which the 

apostles fully followed in for Christ’s sake; And a sacrifice that we are called upon to follow 

in as well.  What they have brought to us did not come to us for the purpose of our own self 

indulgence.  No we are to pass on to the next generation, by our sacrifice, the feast we have 

received from the hands of others.   
 

4
th

 Movement is one of straight Reality - To the present hour we both hunger and thirst, 

and we are poorly clothed, and beaten, and homeless. 
12

 And we labor, working with our own 

hands. Being reviled, we bless; being persecuted, we endure; 
13

 being defamed, we entreat. 

We have been made as the filth of the world, the offscouring of all things until now. 

Here is the final real statement.  The servant of Christ is considered the scum of the world.  A 

complete waste of life and breath and talent, Paul says, is what we are considered right up to 

this very moment.  In this setting Paul says we are hungry, thirsty, poorly clothed, beaten like 

slaves, homeless yet we labor on.   
 

This was the past and present of the apostles and it was at least part of the future of the 

Christians in Corinth.  Their call to serve Christ would not lead them into parades of 

triumph before it led them into places of abuse and scorn.  There their pride, their puffed 

up billowy arrogance was certainly to be pricked and would not get them through.  Were they 
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ready to face the world’s judgment?  Were they ready to endure the real challenge of the 

Christian life?  It is easy to appear courageous when in the midst of enthusiasm and when 

intoxicated by the excitement of an unchallenged faith but to live with courage when the 

song is silent, when the excitement has passed is the proof that the courage is real and not 

just a false bravado.   
 

Joseph Parker reminds us of the story of the Civil War soldiers who were found stitching 

their names in their clothes one evening.  When asked why, they explained that they were the 

next day to face the enemy in one last face off on a strategic battle field.  These men were 

putting names in their clothes that night so that loved ones may more easily identify their 

bodies should they die in the battle.  So many of us are ready to etch our names on the 

trophies of life’s victories but are we as ready to stitch them, for Christ’s sake, before the 

possibilities of defeat and seeming failure and suffering that God may also call us into?   
 

5
th

 Now the Hero shows up…  Paul offers these proud strutting Corinthians an example in 

the midst of the trials that speaks of victory and triumph and of a deeper life of surrender and 

trust.  Paul presents the heroic response of humility. 
 

Being insulted we bless.  The Greek thought that the truly noble heart demanded satisfaction 

from every perceived insult.  Paul offers a different path to nobility;  Blessing those who 

insult you.   

Being persecuted, we endure.  Lenski puts it this way, ―We hold up with quiet patience by 

simply suffering what men impose without complaining, defending, or retaliating.‖  Such an 

attitude only would encourage more scorn in that era but this they suffered… they endured… 

Hardly an action that reflected strength to the Roman world. 

Being defamed, we entreat. – Being reviled and reproached, verbally abused… we speak but 

only to teach and exhort and instruct others… not to defend… not to denounce… not to strike 

back with our own tongues.   
 

All Paul says is offered up to cause those reading to denounce their wretched spiritual pride 

and self pride.  Paul is calling them into a deeper life where Christ meets us with His own 

good self as we serve and suffer and sacrifice ourselves in deep humility.  The Corinthians 

were acting as if they were on a higher road of acceptability and privilege and Paul is calling 

them to the low road of surrender.  Grace doesn’t always mean leisure and pleasure and 

treasure.  Grace calls us to languish at times and to enter into pain and into poverty so that the 

riches of Christ humility may continue to shine against the judgment of this age. 

 

 


